Setting Time
Setting time on the Fibonacci is as simple as reading it! Well, that’s not the best pitch line I
wrote! Let’s go through it step by step …

The Hours
To change the hour you hold the white button down while clicking the red button. Every click of
the red button will increment the hour by one hour and cycle from 0 to 11. Zero stands for both
12:00h and 00:00h.

The Minutes
To change the minutes on the Fibonacci clock you hold the white button and click the green
button to increase minutes. Since the Fibonacci clock is accurate to the five minutes, every time
you clock the green button, the minutes will increase by 5. As for the hours, the minutes are
cycling from 0 to 55 (0 to 11 multiplied by 5).

Tips
Tip #1
Start by reading the time displayed by the clock to figure out how many time you have to click
the red button to reach the correct hour.
For example, if the clock reads 9:25h and the correct time is 01:40h you need to add 4 hours to
set the clock to the correct hour. That is from 9 to 10, 10 to 11, 11 to 12 and 12 to 1.
Do the same trick for the minutes. Don’t forget to multiply the value displayed by the clock by 5
to get the real value of minutes.
As an example, if the clock displays 9:25h and the correct time is 1:40h you’ll need to click the
green button 3 times, from 25 to 30, 30 to 35 and 35 to 40.

Tip #2
Since the minutes are a bit harder to figure out, starts by the minutes when setting time. To
simplify your calculations hold the white button and click the red button until there is no more red
or blue squares. Minutes will then be much easier to read and it will be simple to set the hour
afterward since you already know the current value is 0 (no red and blue).

Tip #3
Take your time … This is the whole point in having a Fibonacci Clock … Taking time to read
time!

